Time-aligned lyrics can enrich the music listening experience by enabling karaoke, text-based song retrieval and intra-song navigation, and other applications. Compared to text-to-speech alignment, lyrics alignment remains highly challenging, despite many attempts to combine numerous sub-modules including vocal separation and detection in an effort to break down the problem. Furthermore, training required fine-grained annotations to be available in some form.
INTRODUCTION
Lyrics enable interacting with music in a plenitude of ways. For example, one can search for songs if the title is unknown [1] , and time-aligned lyrics provide an intuitive way to navigate within a song, to sing along in a karaoke bar or to beep-out explicit content. An early idea to enable such applications was to employ existing speech recognition methods to extract the lyrics from a given song [2] . In practise, however, this had very limited success, as music might present the most challenging scenario such technologies could face. Firstly, music often features many highly correlated sound sources, which strongly violates the assumption of statistical independence between the target and noise sources many speech recognition systems exploit [3] . Secondly, while it is important for speech to be intelligible, singing voice is often used in creative ways and is more variable in the fundamental frequency range, timbre, tempo and the dynamics. In fact, the task is so challenging that even humans frequently make mistakes 1 .
Fortunately, lyrics are often provided in textual form by various sources. Therefore, the given lyrics-text only needs to be temporally aligned to a corresponding song to enable all of the above applications, which is a greatly simplified task. Yet, even this simplified setting is highly challenging, with state of the art systems still yielding rather low alignment accuracy [4] . To improve the performance, many methods simplify the problem even further, e.g. by relying on lyrics being pre-aligned at a phrase level [5] . Other systems are designed for * Work was conducted at Spotify. 1 "misheard lyrics": http://www.amiright.com/misheard/ singing-only recordings, which often leads to a significant drop in performance when applied to polyphonic music [6] . Additionally, many previous approaches rely on the availability of fine-grained groundtruth annotations during training -since those are typically missing in practise, often complex and error-prone procedures iterating between re-training and re-alignment are employed [7, 8] .
In this paper, we present a method employing a multi-scale neural network based on the Wave-U-Net architecture [9] that predicts character probabilities end-to-end directly from raw audio -in contrast to many previous approaches which often incorporate a wide range of different sub-modules, whose inter-dependencies are not easily optimized. Our system can instead learn to perform and combine such sub-tasks, including spectral front-ends and vocal processing techniques, as needed. Our system can easily be trained using weak, line-level alignment annotations more readily available in the realworld -in particular, it does not use any additional fine-grained annotations, which greatly simplifies the training process. As shown by our experiments, our system considerably improves the alignment accuracy over the state of the art on real-world polyphonic music (MIREX). Further, combined with a simple language model, early experiments indicate that our acoustic model might even yield transcription results useful for various retrieval tasks in the future [6] . Finally, we also provide a freely available dataset of 20 songs with a variety of genres from Jamendo 2 for the evaluation of alignment and transcription systems, to complement current evaluation datasets that are private and biased towards Pop songs [4, 10] .
RELATED WORK
Given the close connection, various approaches for lyrics alignment employed speech processing methods in some form [11] . In [5, 7, 8, 12] , pre-trained speech recognition models (phoneme detectors) are adapted in various ways as a work-around for the lack of accurately annotated music recordings. However, only low accuracies were reported, which might be due to some properties differing considerably between singing and speech, including the syllable duration and word pronunciation. Furthermore, the accompaniment typically adds a complex and structured source of noise to the problem, and often dominates the recording in terms of overall energy. To circumvent this issue, many approaches [7, [12] [13] [14] operate only on solo singing recordings, which typically leads to accurate results -the majority of (commercial) music, however, is polyphonic and thus the performance in this most common case either remains unknown for these methods [7] or was shown to be significantly lower [2, 4, 8] . For instance in [8] , the mean absolute error on a-capella music is 0.67s, which rises to 10.14s on strongly polyphonic pieces [4] . To suppress the accompaniment, some approaches have thus employed singing voice separation techniques as a pre-processing step [2, 15, 16] . However, besides complicating the pipeline, this step so far tended to add separation artifacts that can render a phoneme unrecognizable [16] , and current state of the art systems require large additional training sets.
Several approaches make additional assumptions to further simplify the problem. For example, the method presented in [10] assumes that chord labels are attached to the lyrics and exploits them during the alignment process. Other approaches assume that the lyrics are pre-aligned at a line or phrase level so that the method only needs to refine the alignment within these sections [5, 14, 17] . Since music often contains repeated segments, some methods additionally analyze and compare the musical structure in a recording and in corresponding lyrics [18, 19] .
Furthermore, many systems rely on rather complex training or parameter optimization procedures, which can affect the training duration or reliability. For example, the phoneme detectors mentioned above require a fine-grained phoneme labelling during training. As such a dataset is not available for music, the system in [8] periodically re-calculates an alignment between the lyrics and recordings in the training dataset (Viterbi forced alignment) and continues a frame-wise training based on the results. This procedure is a variant of Viterbi training [20] , which was found to accelerate convergence in some cases but which often also led to inferior model performance as the hard-alignment can bias the training towards solutions that generalize less well compared to approaches using soft-alignments (Baum-Welch training) [21] . Finally, systems often consist of multiple complex stages [11, [13] [14] [15] 17] , introducing many parameters that are not optimized jointly, so that errors tend to propagate between stages. In contrast, all parameters in our system are trained jointly on polyphonic music, we only require weak alignment annotations on the level of lyrical lines and employ a "soft-alignment" during training to stabilize the model performance.
PROPOSED METHOD
The central component in our alignment method is an acoustic model which, given a partition of a music recording into short slices of time, defines for each slice a probability distribution over all characters we could observe. More precisely, given a monaural audio signal x ∈ [−1, 1] I with I input samples, our goal is to estimate probabilities P ∈ [0, 1] T ×|Ĉ| of the characters used in the lyrics. Here, we define C := {a, b, . . . , z, , } as the set of characters our model supports, andĈ := C ∪ { } additionally contains the blank symbol . This symbol will enable us to perform non-linear time-warpings during the subsequent alignment step, as we will see later. Note that each of the T time slices corresponds to I/T samples.
Acoustic model
For the acoustic model f θ , we adapt the architecture of the Wave-U-Net (variant M4) [9] . The model was originally proposed for singing voice separation and was designed to model highly non-stationary vocals as well as the accompaniment. Inspired by wavelets, it constructs signal representations at multiple time resolutions -which suggests that it can not only model sound sources at different time-frequency resolutions, but also capture low-level phoneme as well as high-level word-based information to inform character-based lyrics prediction. We adapt the model as shown in Figure 1 . Similar to the original Wave-U-Net, our network employs a series of blocks combining a 1D-convolution and a downsampling layer, whose receptive field grows exponentially with the number of layers and thus enables an [22] , we do not stop after reaching the time-resolution required for the output, but continue with further downsampling steps to obtain even higher level features. To yield the desired output, we add upsampling layers, which increase the time resolution again. The model concatenates the output of previous downsampling layers with the input to upsampling layers -this way, the lower layers can focus on representing higher level features and do not need to encode fine-grained information, which is crucial for performance.
Overall, we set the input size to 352243 audio samples (15.97s at 22.05 KHz) and first process them with 12 downsampling blocks. We then use two upsampling blocks resulting in about 20 character probability distributions per second, which enables a temporally precise alignment. We also use a context-aware prediction framework (see [9] for additional details) such that the output predictions do not cover the entire input but the centre 225501 samples (10.23s). For song-wise predictions, the model is thus shifted in multiples of 225501 samples across the song, and character predictions are concatenated to a single probability matrix P .
Marginalising over possible alignments during training
Using frame-level character labels, it would be straightforward to train f θ in a supervised fashion as a classifier, i.e. typically using a cross-entropy loss. Unfortunately, a dataset containing such detailed labels is not available for polyphonic music. To enable the use of weakly aligned lyrics data, the methods in [7, 8] employ a procedure resembling Viterbi training [20] , where intermediate models are employed to force-align the lyrics to corresponding audio recordings. Frame-level annotations are then generated from the aligned lyrics. Viterbi training was found to accelerate convergence in some cases [20] but can also lead to inferior model performance as the hardalignment tends to bias the training towards solutions that generalize less well, see e.g. [21, Chapter 6] .
The connectionist temporal classification (CTC) [23] loss offers an alternative to Viterbi training and is used today in many state of the art speech recognition systems in some form [3] . The CTC loss is essentially a simplified version of the forward-backward procedure used to calculate the posterior marginals of the states in a hidden Markov model (HMM) [24] , and can only be applied to left-to-right (Bakistype) HMMs with uniform transition probabilities [24] . The CTC loss takes the character probability distributions P generated by the acoustic model f θ to calculate a "soft-alignment" between the time slices in P and each character in a given target sequence y, which can be represented as a probability distribution over all possible alignments. Similar to Gaussian mixture model training, we can marginalise over this distribution to obtain the likelihood of the target sequence
and use it for maximum likelihood-based training of the acoustic model. The operator B(·) takes a sequenceŷ ∈Ĉ T and removes repeated symbols and blanks, see [23] for further algorithmic details. In contrast to Viterbi training that picks the most likely alignment, we marginalize over all possible alignments between x and y, using a sum operation instead of a max operation in (1).
To use this loss directly, however, the model would need to make predictions for the entire song x. This creates memory issues in practice due to the long length of the sequences x, and does not exploit the line-level alignments available. We thus calculate character probabilities for a chunk of audio with a fixed size, and apply the CTC loss with individual lyrical lines as target sequences, using only slices of P corresponding to a time position between the start and end times of the lyrical line.
Using the CTC loss influenced our design choices for the acoustic model in several ways. First, one reason for selecting an output size of 10.23 seconds (compare Section 3.1) is that most lyrical lines fit into such a window, compare also Figure 2 which shows the distribution of the length of lines in the training set. Second, we use a purely convolutional network (with a large input context) and do not add recurrent connections. This is inspired by the findings in [25] , where the authors demonstrate that while RNNs in combination with a CTC loss often produce good speech recognition results, they can suffer from low temporal accuracy when used for alignment. The authors argue that the CTC loss does not favour any particular kind of alignment and thus an RNN might learn to wait for more inputs before emitting symbols to reduce the uncertainty. Based on these results, we decided to explore a convolutional architecture and indeed we did not observe a similar behaviour in our experiments.
Alignment Procedure
Given a music recording x and corresponding lyrics y, we employ the trained acoustic model in a procedure resembling Viterbi forcedalignment. As a first step, we pre-process the lyrics by removing all symbols not supported by the acoustic model. Assuming x contains T time slices, our goal is to find an aligned sequenceỹ ∈Ĉ T with maximum probability under the acoustic model predictions P whose corresponding reduced form B(ỹ) is equal to the given lyrics y. More precisely:ỹ
In other words, the alignment is typically encoded by inserting blank symbols into y such that the resulting longer sequenceỹ runs synchronously to the audio. Relying on dynamic programming, we can computeỹ with a time complexity of O(T O), where O is the length of y [24] . As commonly done, the probability products are calculated in the log-domain to avoid numerical instabilities. To prevent the rare case that Pt,c = 0 ∀t ∈ {1, . . . , T } for a symbol c ∈ C appearing in the lyrics, resulting in all alignmentsŷ having an assigned probability of zero, we add a small amount of uniformly distributed noise sampled from U [10 −11 , 10 −10 ] to all entries in P . Finally, we add a constant delay of 180ms to the alignment, which we chose to optimize performance on a small validation dataset.
Using the Acoustic Model for Transcription
For transcription, we aim to find the most likely output sequence arg max y p(y|x) for a given input x. Since this is not computationally feasible, we approximate the solution by beam search decoding, using a beam width of 1024. Since it is difficult for the acoustic model to learn word spelling in addition to acoustic recognition, we also perform decoding weighted with a tri-gram, word-level language model trained on lyrics text 3 Figure 2 . We use 39232 songs for training and 5000 for validation. We convert all songs to mono signals sampled at 22.05 KHz. For each song, we generate training samples of the required length, 15.97s, by shifting across the input in increments of half of the duration covered by the model's character predictions, determining which lyrical lines start and end within the model's output window, and generating a training sample for each. This is so that all lyrical lines shorter than 10.22 2 = 5.11 seconds and most up to 10.22 seconds are included, which make up 78.4% and 97.2% percent of all lyrical lines, respectively, as seen in Figure 2 . If there are no lines overlapping with the output window, an empty label is generated to ensure the model predicts silence by outputting the blank symbol for instrumental sections. The above procedure ensures a mostly uniform sampling from the audio signals and avoids potential model biases with audio examples synchronised to lyrical lines. Since we restrict our model's output vocabulary to the English alphabet (only lower-case), a whitespace and an apostrophe, we convert our lyrics labels to lower-case and remove other unsupported symbols.
Training procedure
We optimise the CTC loss using the ADAM Optimiser (learning rate 10 −4 , β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999, = 10 −8 ) and a batch size of 32. Every 10,000 iterations, we compute the training loss averaged over the last 10,000 iterations. After 6 successive times without improvement, we reduce the learning rate to 10 −5 , and continue training, again until we do not see improvement 6 times. Finally, we select the model with the best performance on the validation set. The training time was 25 hours using 4 NVIDIA Tesla P100 GPUs.
Alignment Results
We evaluated our alignment system on the Mauch dataset [10] . Since it was also used in the MIREX 2017 lyrics alignment challenge, we can compare our results with all approaches submitted to the challenge (see Table 1 ). AE is the mean absolute deviation in seconds from the predicted to the true word start times, averaged over songs, and Perc the average percentage of time in a song that the predicted position in the lyrics is correct (see Fig. 9 , [15] ). We see that our method vastly outperforms all others, predicting the currently sung word 77.2% of the time, an absolute 61.8% higher than the best MIREX method (AK3). However, since the Mauch dataset contains only Pop music, the performance in many real-world scenarios might differ. We thus built the Jamendo dataset, containing 20 songs from nine genres, with annotations of start and end times for all words in the lyrics. In contrast to previously used datasets [4, 10] , we make it freely available to enable a straightforward, comparable evaluation across approaches. Compared to the Mauch dataset, the AE on Jamendo increases moderately with our approach, as shown in Table 1 . We find that the median of absolute errors does not increase however, indicating more extreme prediction outliers, caused by some Hip-Hop and Metal songs, likely due to slurred pronunciation. However, performance overall remains strong despite the increase in genre diversity.
Transcription Results
We evaluated the transcription performance using character error rate (CER) and word error rate (WER) on the Mauch and Jamendo datasets, and compare between beam search and LM decoding. The results shown in Table 2 show a CER of around 50% across the board. However, we find that words are often slightly misspelt, likely due to the model needing to learn spelling in addition to acoustic recognition without a vocabulary, and as a result the WER is considerably higher. However, the use of the language model decoding from Section 3.4 helps and improves WER significantly, while keeping CER mostly constant. Table 2 . Transcription accuracy of our approach on the Mauch and Jamendo datasets (see Section 4.3).
DISCUSSION
In contrast to previous work employing many separate stages such as pre-processing, voice separation and detection [11] , we jointly optimise all model parameters and achieve an alignment accuracy considerably above the state of the art. As we directly output character probabilities and not phonemes as commonly done [11] , we do not have to convert the lyrics into phonemes using a pronunciation dictionary. Since these are usually built for speech and assume that every word has exactly one pronunciation, they are less suitable for lyrics due to the way pronunciation is often extensively varied in singing voice and since they do not contain rules for vocalisations such as "aah" and "ooh". However, phoneme-based models might be more easily adapted to other languages for the alignment task, since only the phoneme dictionary has to be replaced. Further, while the model was designed for alignment and not transcription, the results are already useful for a range of retrieval applications. Finally, we investigated the impact the presence of accompaniment has on our model's performance. To this end, we employed a large internal dataset to re-train the vocal separation method presented in [26] and used it to extract the vocals from each dataset. We then re-trained our acoustic model on the extracted vocals. This way, we were able to further lower the AE from 0.82 to 0.38 (Perc up from 70.4% to 76.8%) on our Jamendo dataset, and from 0.35 to 0.27 (Perc up from 77.2% to 78.1%) on the Mauch dataset. Since the separator was not optimised directly for lyrics alignment or transcription however, these results suggest potential avenues for multi-task learning in future work to exploit multiple datasets and unify different training objectives -with the drawback that such large datasets need to be available.
CONCLUSION
We proposed a modified Wave-U-Net architecture that employs learnt multi-scale representations to predict character probabilities directly from the waveform of polyphonic music. In contrast to most existing systems, the system can be trained end-to-end to avoid complex non-optimized component inter-dependencies and requires only weak, line-level alignment annotations during training. Applied to lyrics alignment, our system considerably outperformed state of the art systems, which were evaluated for the MIREX lyrics alignment challenge. Used for lyrics transcription, the system achieves a performance enabling various retrieval tasks -despite not being designed for transcription. Furthermore, we make an annotated dataset freely available to support the evaluation of future lyrics alignment and transcription systems and to encourage comparability of results and research in a more realistic and challenging setting.
